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3.1 Introduction

Multimodalmachine learning (MMML) is a vibrantmulti-disciplinary research field.
It addresses some of the original goals of artificial intelligence (AI) by integrating
andmodellingmultiple communicative modalities, including linguistic, acoustic and
visual messages amongst other multisensorial information such as physiological sig-
nals or symbolic information, e.g., concerning contextual cues. With the goal of bet-
ter understanding and modelling the behaviours of ageing individuals, this research
field brings some unique challenges for multimodal researchers. This comes with
the heterogeneity of the potentially mixed symbolic and signal-type data and the
contingency often found between modalities. In this chapter, we identify four key
challenges necessary to enable multimodal machine learning, in particular, consid-
ering ageing individuals:

(1) multimodal, thismodelling task includesmultiple relevantmodalitieswhich need
to be represented, aligned and fused. Often, these are asynchronous, potentially
in dynamic manner and/or operating on different time-scales;
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(2) high variability, this modelling problem expresses high variability given the
many social contexts, large space of actions and possible physical or cognitive
impairment;

(3) sparse and noisy resources, this modelling challenge addresses unreliable sen-
sory data and the limitation and sparseness of resources that are specific for the
special user group of ageing individuals; and

(4) concept drift, where two types of drift were identified, namely, on the group level
(as the target group of usage is not fully known at the moment of development of
according interfaces given that it is yet to age) and the individual level (given that
ageingmay lead to drifting behaviour and interaction preferences throughout the
ongoing ageing effect).

These four challenges come together when we build an evaluation plan that
enables, at the same time, a strategy to include the broader machine learning com-
munity in this effort. This research agenda will enable more effective and robust
modelling technologies as well as development of socially competent and culture-
aware embodied conversational agents for elderly care. In the following, we will
address these four challenges in the named order one-by-one. Concluding, we will
summarize the discussion of these.

3.2 Multimodal

An important aspect of ageing research is to develop foundationalmethods to analyze,
model and represent multimodal information. The unique and challenging aspect
of multimodal research is the heterogeneity of the multimodal data and the chal-
lenges in integrating and interpreting such heterogeneous data coming frommultiple
modalities. Creating computers able to understand this multimodal data brings many
fundamental problems which can be grouped into five main classes, following the
taxonomy of Baltrušaitis et al. [4]: representation, alignment, fusion, translation and
co-learning.

Representation: Learning how a computer can represent numerically the hetero-
geneous data from multiple modalities. These computational representations should
be designed for both efficient modelling and better visualization. For example, a
joint representation of how a person looks and sounds when they are happy will
allow computers to better recognize human emotions. These joint representations
will be the most efficient when they can take advantage of the natural dependencies
between modalities. Another objective is to improve the interpretability of mul-
timodal data. By identifying commonalities and differences between multimodal
data, a multimodal representation provides an avenue to bridge the gap between
continuous versus discrete data and numerical versus symbolic data.

Alignment: The process of establishing spatial and/or temporal connections
between events across modalities. For example, when reading the caption of an
image, alignment is the process where words are linked to specific objects or groups
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of objects in the image. Other examples of alignment include automatic video cap-
turing and identifying the acoustic source in a video. One challenge in alignment
is dealing with data stream with different sampling rates (e.g., continuous signals
versus discrete events). Alignment may require defining a similarity metric between
modalities to identify the connection points. The alignment can be temporal, as when
we align the audio and images of a video, or it can be spatial alignment, as when we
try to morph between two face images.

Fusion: The combination of information coming from two or more sources to
uncover or predict a pattern or trait of interest. Examples of multimodal fusion
include multimodal emotion recognition, audiovisual speech recognition and audio-
visual speaker verification. The information can be redundant which helps increase
robustness, or complementary which often helps increase accuracy. The challenges
are multiple since the modalities do not need to be synchronized or even have the
same sampling rate. Some modalities may be incomplete with missing information.
Some modalities may provide continuous streams of data, while other modalities
may be intrinsically discrete providing information about given events.

Translation: The transformation or mapping from one modality into another.
Examples include speech-driven animation, and text-based image retrieval. The foun-
dational methods learn the relationship between streams of data, capturing their
dependencies. The goal of translation can be generative in nature, creating a new
instance in one modality given information from another modality. It can also be
descriptive models, where one modality is used to increase the characterization of
another modality (e.g., describing the information conveyed in an image).

Co-learning: The transfer of knowledge fromonemodality to helpwith the predic-
tion or modelling task in another modality. Co-learning examples are more technical
in nature. One of the most popular examples these days is the use of language to help
generalization of computer vision algorithms, specifically for object recognition.
Co-learning aims to leverage the rich information in one modality, in the learning
of another modality, which may have only limited resources (e.g., small number of
exampleswith limited annotations or noisy input). Example of co-learning algorithms
include co-training, zero-shot learning and concept learning.

Problems onmultimodal processingmay involve combination of these categories.
Importantly, crosscutting research in these areas will open opportunities to better
understand and interpret multimodal data across domains, serving as instrumental
tool for the community. These tools can be generic, working across problems. They
can also be specific to determined problems or modalities.

3.3 High Variability

Realizing multimodal machine learning in highly variable environments adds to the
challenges described previously. Variations may impact the performance of machine
learning models and may be categorized by
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Variation on the input Deriving suitable knowledge fromobserved situations itself
is already quite challenging as relevant information needs to be separated from
irrelevant and redundant information. In a highly variable environment, this task
is even more difficult, e.g., as some pieces of information is only relevant for a
small amount of cases but irrelevant for the rest. Another aspect is the increased
size that is necessary to model the input in a highly variable environment.

Variation on the output For classification or decision making tasks, the number of
labels or actions is directly linked to the difficulty of the learning problem. With
each added variation on theses sets, the number of classes or actions increases even
further and thus poses a serious challenge on the learning task as these become
more fine-grained or may even overlap in some cases. Thus, it is more difficult to
discriminate between them.

Both types of high variability poses crucial challenges towards realizing multi-
modal machine learning approaches, especially within the context of social interac-
tion with the focus group of ageing individuals. Some factors that cause this high
variability are:

Many social contexts Elderly citizens engage in many social contexts—just as the
non-elderly. They do volunteering, or are activemembers in local clubs in addition
to regular participation in social activities like meeting with friends and family.
Additionally, their living conditions might at the same time include elderly care
homes or other care-taking facilities resulting in a broad range of social contexts.

Physical or cognitive impairment The existence of physical or cognitive disabil-
ities becomes more prevalent with increasing age: “Seniors are almost twice as
likely to have a disability as those of working age” [13, 14]. This comes alongwith
a unique nature of communication on both sides of the communication channel:
input to a social agent may come in many different ways and social agents must
use communication means that are adequate for the given situation. Thus, a social
agent needs to offer a wide range of options for communication.

Reluctance to adapt Seniors are often reluctant to adapt to new situations and
exhibit stubbornness due to many reasons, e.g., feeling of losing their indepen-
dence, fear of losing control of their lives, feeling depressed about the deaths of
spouse, friends and/or family, feeling of being left out of the family, or fear of
their own mortality [1]. Social agents must thus be able to provide interaction
tailored to the specific needs of many different concrete users.

While high variability is not unique to multimodal machine learning setups, the
additional modalities further increase the variability and extend it to multiple com-
munication channels, thus adding to the challenges described in Sect. 3.2.

The high variability has a very simple yet very problematic effect on machine
learning models: they either are less likely to generalize well or need an increasing
amount of diverse and adequate data that contains all relevant situations and infor-
mation. However, a simple increase in data does not necessarily lead to well-working
models. The important part here is that the factors that cause the variability are part
of the input feature set of the machine learning models. While approaches that learn
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to extract the relevant information like deep learning model these factors implicitly,
other approaches create the need for explicit modelling.

For applications that make use of multimodal machine learning to derive knowl-
edge from observed situations, this either results in a huge input space or in separate
models, either one for each category of variation1 or arranged hierarchically. More
individualized models are required that do not follow the “one-fits-all” paradigm but
are able to grasp all the relevant information on the input side, e.g., [2, 23].

Artificial agents that interact with seniors additionally are faced with the chal-
lenge of exhibiting adequate behaviour for the given context. Hence, they need to
understand the social context and they need to be able to react accordingly, e.g., the
non-elderly might be more forgiving if the system behaviour is socially awkward.

3.4 Sparse and Noisy Resources

In multimodal machine learning, each modality may provide complementary infor-
mation and cross-modality feature learning could help themodel to understandmore.
However, to extract generalizable features in a supervised learning approach and
ensure a robust perception of the overall information, multimodal machine learn-
ing requires a large-scale labelled training dataset. Unfortunately, such data is often
unavailable, especially for multimodal resources needed to construct machine learn-
ing for social interaction with ageing individuals.

Several issues make data collection in ageing individuals become critical bottle-
necks.

• Although the population of ageing individuals is growing in all regions of the
world, it is still minimal compared to the general population. This makes it hard
to collect sufficient amounts of their social interaction in real life.

• Cognitive or physical deficits can lead to the inability to perform some assessments,
which leads to incomplete or partially-observed data.

• Imperfect sensory data are often unavoidable in real-world environments, resulting
in unreliable measures and noisy data.

• Data preprocessing and manual labelling or annotation are expensive and time-
consuming. If we cannot bear the cost, a large amount of data will remain unla-
belled.

Consequently, to handle such sparse and noisy data, other approaches beyond
traditional supervised learning fashion become necessary. Extensive researches are
currently focused on a learning algorithm that can be performed without the need
for expensive supervision. To date, several approaches have been proposed, includ-
ing transfer learning, semi-supervised learning, self-supervised learning and active
learning.

1 A requirement for separate models is that the observed variability can be divided into distinct
categories.
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Transfer learning The study of transfer learning is motivated by the fact that
humans can intelligently apply their knowledge learned from previous problems
to solve new tasks faster or with better solutions. In transfer learning, the knowl-
edge or information of an already trainedmachine learningmodel with a sufficient
labelled training dataset is reused or applied in a new task with limited resources.
Therefore, instead of constructing themodel from scratch using aminimal dataset,
we begin with patterns learned from solving a related task. Palaskar et al. applied
transfer learning for audiovisual scene-aware dialogue [16]. Specifically, they
developed a hierarchical attention framework to fuse contributions from differ-
ent modalities and utilized the framework to generate textual summaries from
multimodal sources (i.e., videos with accompanying commentary). Wolf et al.
also introduced a transfer learning approach to generative data-driven dialogue
in conversational agents [26]. The framework was called TransferTransfo, which
is a combination of a Transfer learning scheme and a high-capacity Transformer
model.

Semi-supervised learning A semi-supervised learning model aims to make effec-
tive use of all of the available data, not just the labelled data, but also unlabelled
data. The primary method is to train a model with the labelled data, then let the
model label the unlabelled examples. Then, finally, retrain themodelwith the addi-
tional training dataset produced by themodel. In amultimodal framework, Effendi
et al. proposed semi-supervised learning for cross-modal data augmentation via a
multimodal chain, and addressed the problems of speech-to-text, text-to-speech,
text-to-image and image-to-text [7]. A study by Tseng et al. showed that semi-
supervised techniques could reduce the need for intermediate-level annotations
in training neural task-oriented dialogue models [21].

Self-supervised learning Self-supervised learning provides a viable solution when
labelled training data is scarce. The framework is commonly performed to learn
the relations or correlations between inputs, such as predicting word context or
image rotation, for which the target can be computed without supervision. In spo-
ken dialogue research, Wu et al. utilized self-supervised learning for inconsistent
dialogue order detection by explicitly capturing the conversation’s flow in dia-
logues [27]. A study by Li et al. also performed a self-supervised method for a
multimodal dialogue generation model [12]. Specifically, they adopted the multi-
task learning, including response languagemodelling, video-audio sequencemod-
elling and caption language modelling, to learn joint representations and generate
informative and fluent responses.

Active learning Active learning is one way to address the problem of a limited
annotation budget by actively enlarge the training datasets. The basic idea is to
ease the data collection process by automatically deciding which instances an
annotator should label to train an algorithm quickly and effectively. In the context
of dialogue research, Hiraoka et al. proposed active learning in creating dialogue
examples [10]. Gasic and Young [9] used active learning to speed reinforcement
learning of the dialog system policy. A study by Rudovic et al. also offered a
multimodal active learning approach, in which, deep reinforcement learning is
used to find an optimal policy for active selection of the user’s data [19].
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3.5 Concept Drift

In a longitudinal human-machine interaction setting, one likely changes his/her char-
acterizing attributes [24], preferences [5], behaviours and how these are realized and
portrayed. In particular, when ageing, elderly may be gradually affected by increas-
ing mental and physical limitations or confronted with abrupt life changes in life
circumstances such as by moving to care-taking facilities. This renders them a user
group of likely occurrence of concept drift in continued every-day multimodal social
interaction scenarios.

In machine learning, concept drift describes a non-stationary learning problem
over time.Hence, it primarily refers to the learning targets themodel learns to classify
or predict and their change over time [22, 25]. In a classification task, this couldmean
that the classes and their relation to the ‘input’ change. Similarly, in a regression
problem, the numerical target would ‘drift’ in the sense of change over time. In
particular, this becomes challenging, if this change is unknown and it has to be
detected in the first place. In any case, such a drift demands for adaptation of the
learnt models over time. This could, e.g., be realized in a life-long learning process
[17] or by some suitedmeans of incremental transfer learning to adapt to the changing
target based on the knowledge previously required to best classify the former ‘old’
target. In a broader definition, concept drift could, however, also refer to input drift,
such as when the input type changes over time. In addition, as outlined, one also
potentially needs to detect the presence of concept drift in the first place [11, 22].

Coming back to dealing with (multimodal) interaction, an (elderly) user may as
mentioned alter her behaviour over time, hence, also enforcing a model change in
time (the concept drift) [8]. For our particular task of interest—multimodal machine
learning for social interaction with ageing users—we see two main types of drift:

(1) drift on the group level. This is understood in the sense of the elderly as population
or sub-groups thereof, such as clustered by gender, age groups, etc., as the target
group including its characterizing attributes, preferences and behaviour patterns
of interaction is not fully known at the moment of development of according
interfaces given that it is yet to age, and

(2) on the individual level. The motivation for this level is given by the fact that
ageing as a process may lead to drifting behaviour and interaction preferences
throughout the ongoing individual ageing, potentially driven, e.g., by the named
potential limitations in cognitive and/or physical abilities. Note that change of
preferences and, in particular, change in (elderly) user behaviour can be both
gradual or abrupt, given potential sudden occurrence of named potential limita-
tions such as given by a gradual progressing age-induced disorder or following
a fall or stroke or a change in living conditions. These two kinds of concept
drift—abrupt or gradual—are generally known as the two types of occurrences
of concept drift [22].

While the problem of concept drift has practically not been investigated in the
field of social interaction with a human–computer interface or agent even for any
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user group, the methods available to deal with the problem start to find interest in
this and the broader application domain. As an example, life-long learning has been
considered for emotion recognition [17]. Further, for recognition of behaviour of
elderly in smart homes, the authors in [28] suggest to integrate activity duration into
the learning process learning to cope with concept drift. More broadly looking into
human behaviour modelling in general, the author in [15] names active learning an
interesting option, given that incremental learning is often chosen as amean to handle
concept drift. This could include cooperation with the elderly individuals to label
new most informative data points with their aid during usage.

However, in other domains ofmultimodal machine learning, the problem has been
handled more frequently, such as in [18]. The authors see the problem of time-variant
input/output relation as dynamic optimisation problem (DOP). They compare two
methods that both improve robustness in the presence of concept drift: a time-window
solution to train exclusively on most recent data, and a “time-as-covariate” approach
modelling time as additional input variable. Considering a number of benchmark
functions, they find the former better suited in case of higher-dimensionalmultimodal
cases, and the later in the opposite case of lower dimensional multimodal tasks, as
those make it easier to co-model time as input.

Further, in the general machine learning literature, one finds manifold solutions,
such as in [6], where the authors suggest semi-supervised learning as a mean to
handle concept drift. In addition, instance selection, instanceweighting and ensemble
learning [22] are popular ‘traditional’methods for the detection and adaptation [3]. In
particular for the recently popular deep learning approaches, online learningmethods
have been proposed such as hedge back-propagation [20]. For further insights, a
number of overviews exist such as [29].

As a conclusion, concept drift will be a real-world challenge for multimodal
social interaction over pro-longed usage—likely in particular for an ageing elderly
user group. Methods to cope with the problem do exist, but yet have to be integrated
and evaluated more in this application context.

3.6 Conclusion

Multimodal machine learning itself already contains hard challenges in general.
These have been described in this chapter and have been embedded into the context
of social interaction with ageing individuals. On top of representation, alignment,
fusion, translation and co-learning, we identified high variability, sparse and noisy
resources and concept drift as themost important topics.High variability is described
as variation on the input or the output leading to an increase in complexity of the
machine learning model. Sparse and noisy resources further require advanced tech-
niques like transfer learning or active learning. Especially the latter is also proposed
to alleviate some of the problems arising from concept drift where important prop-
erties of the problem change over time, and thus require special handling on the
modelling side.
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